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Abstract: Epitaxial relationships between the surfaces of inorganic and bioorganic crystals can be an
important factor in crystal nucleation and growth processes in a variety of biological environments. Crystalline
cholesterol monohydrate (ChM), a constituent of both gallstone and atherosclerotic plaques, is often found
in association with assorted mineral phases. Using in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) and well-
characterized model bile solutions, the nucleation and epitaxial growth of ChM on calcite (101h4) surfaces
in real-time is demonstrated. The growth rates of individual cholesterol islands formed on calcite substrates
were determined at physiological temperatures. Evidence of Ostwald’s ripening was also observed under
these experimental conditions. The energetics of various (101h4) calcite/(001) ChM interfaces were calculated
to determine the most stable interfacial structure. These simulations suggest that the interface is fully
hydrated and that cholesterol hydroxyl groups are preferentially positioned above carbonate ions in the
calcite surface. This combination of experimental and theoretical work provides a clearer picture of how
preexisting mineral seeds might provide a viable growth template that can reduce the energetic barrier to
cholesterol nucleation under some physiological conditions.

Introduction

The deposition of cholesterol crystals in vivo is an undesirable
crystallization process that is implicated in a variety of human
diseases including the formation of gallstones and atherosclerotic
plaques. Although the detailed step-by-step formation of these
entities is not yet fully understood, the nucleation of cholesterol
crystals is regarded as an important first step in the formation
of these pathogenic deposits. Free cholesterol has extremely low
solubility in pure aqueous solutions (∼3 × 10-8 mol/L, at 30
°C),1 and only slightly higher solubility in dilute bile salt
solutions (∼(1-3) × 10-3 mol/L, at 35 °C).2 However, the
presence of phospholipids (usually phosphatidylcholine) or other
detergents drastically increases the solubility of cholesterol by
enabling it to form vesicles or mixed micelle solutions (∼7 g/L
at 37 °C).3 Previous studies using cryo-transmission electron
microscopy,4,5 light microscopy,6 and synchrotron X-ray dif-
fraction7 have been used to characterize the evolution of
vesicular microstructures in well-characterized model bile and

gallbladder bile solutions. In these bile systems, the aggregation
and fusion of cholesterol-rich vesicles is generally thought to
facilitate nucleation.

Interestingly, a number of clinical studies have demonstrated
that cholesterol supersaturation is not the sole prerequisite for
ChM crystal deposition.8,9 Some patients with high cholesterol
levels that meet the supersaturation conditions do not develop
gallstones, while others who do not meet the prerequisite
saturation levels can exhibit cholesterol deposits. This clinical
evidence suggests that the presence of nucleating or antinucle-
ating agents may also play a fundamental role in the cholesterol
nucleation and/or growth processes under biological conditions.
Although it is not known exactly which molecules might
regulate cholesterol crystallization in vivo, a number of studies
have examined the effect of soluble species such as mucin,10

proteins,11,12 phospholipids,13,14 monoclonal antibodies,15 and
metal ions16,17 on the cholesterol nucleation and growth rates.
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Somewhat less attention has been paid to the potential effects
of insoluble species that may also exist under physiological
conditions and influence cholesterol crystallization. Composi-
tional analyses of human gallstones have established the
presence of a number of calcium carbonate and calcium
phosphate phases.18-20 Although the primary component of most
human gallstones is cholesterol (∼80 wt %), the calcium
carbonate (∼15 wt %) and calcium phosphate (∼3 wt %) content
can also be quite significant.20 These mineral phases are often
found in the central nidius of the stone as well as radially
distributed in the successive outer rings.21 Heterogeneous
nucleation is generally considered to be energetically more
favorable than homogeneous nucleation, and the presence of
an epitaxial surface can reduce the nucleation barrier such that
crystal growth can occur in solutions that have otherwise not
met supersaturation conditions. Epitaxy is defined as the growth
of one crystal on the substrate of another, such that there is at
least one preferred orientation and a near geometrical fit between
the contacting surface lattices. That these mineral phases
frequently coexist with cholesterol deposits suggests a syner-
gistic influence of one crystalline phase on the other may be an
important factor in nucleation and growth under physiological
conditions.

Crystalline cholesterol deposited under physiological condi-
tions is typically in the form of cholesterol monohydrate
(ChM ).22 ChM crystals grown from bile solutions or from
aqueous alcohol solutions consistently develop a similar platelike
morphology in which the largest face is (001).23 The plates are
usually bounded by smaller (100), (011), and (010) side faces,
and often exhibit a small (01h1) notch. The deposition of
metastable crystalline intermediates including anhydrous cho-
lesterol24 and/or polymorphs of unknown structure25 may also
precedeChM formation under some conditions.

Previously in our laboratory, the geometric lattice-matching
program EpiCalc26 was used as a systematic screening tool to
identify which of the low index faces of anhydrous cholesterol
andChM are epitaxially matched with the naturally abundant
faces of calcium carbonate (calcite, vaterite, aragonite) and
calcium phosphate (hydroxyapatite, brushite).27 For molecular
crystal systems, which often contain many molecules per unit
cell, simple geometric matching can be performed in a reason-
able amount of time and has been shown in many cases to give
predictions similar to those of the more rigorous potential energy
calculations.28,29Our geometric screening protocol predicted 186
coincident epitaxial relationships between the surfaces of these
cholesterol and mineral phases, 31 of which were between
various combinations of calcite andChM surfaces. By far, the

best geometric lattice match was found between the largest (001)
plate-face ofChM and the natural (101h4) cleavage face of
calcite when the two surfaces are rotated by an azimuthal angle
of 39°.

In the present study, we demonstrate experimentally the
nucleation and epitaxial growth of ChM from model bile
solutions on calcite (101h4) using in situ atomic force microscopy
(AFM) under physiological temperature. The time-resolved data
generated in this AFM study confirm the earlier EpiCalc
predictions. As geometric matching alone does not provide any
information about the molecular structure of the interface or its
energetics, we have also undertaken more rigorous molecular
simulations of the cholesterol-calcite interface. These calcula-
tions involve optimizing slabs of cholesterol with different
terminations on the calcite basal plane, which yield not only
the most stable interface but also information on the intermo-
lecular interactions that direct the precise positioning of the
contacting crystal surfaces. This dual approach affords a more
detailed nanoscale understanding of how mineral seeds may
have a profound effect on cholesterol crystallization in vivo.

Experimental Section

Materials. High purity cholesterol (Aldrich, 99+%) and sodium
taurocholate (TC) (Sigma, 97%) were used without further purification.
Egg yolk phosphatidyl choline (PC) in chloroform solution (20 mg/
mL) was purchased from Avanti Polar-Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Calcite
was purchased from the Smithsonian Museum of Natural History
(Washington, DC). Water was purified by passage through two
Barnstead deionizing cartridges followed by distillation. All glassware
was cleaned with an alcohol-alkali solution (ethanol:KOH 1:1 vol),
acid washed (1 M HNO3) and thoroughly rinsed with deionized distilled
water, wrapped in aluminum foil, and oven dried before use.

Model Bile Solution. Model bile solutions mimicking human
gallbladder bile were prepared according to the system developed by
Konikoff et al.4,30 Stock solutions of 99+% cholesterol (in methanol),
PC (in chloroform), andTC (in methanol) were mixed in a molar ratio
of 18:37:120 and subsequently dried under nitrogen and low vacuum
for 18 h to form a lipid film. Resuspension of the film in an aqueous
solution containing 0.15 M NaCl and 0.003 M sodium azide (an
antimicrobial agent) and heating to 56°C for 1 h yielded a concentrated
lipid solution (90 g/dL). The solution was diluted with additional 0.15
M NaCl to yield a total lipid concentration of 10 g/dL and was
maintained at 37°C in a water bath for a period of 21 days. The
turbidity of the solution appeared to increase over days 1-10, then
slowly decreased over time until day 21, at which time a white
precipitate containingChM crystals had completely separated from
the clear yellowish supernatant. Small aliquots of the clear supernatant
were removed with a disposable Pasteur pipet, transferred onto a glass
microscope slide, and examined under polarized optical microscopy.
Aliquots free of visible particulates were removed from the solution
and used in AFM experiments without any further processing.

Cholesterol Monohydrate Crystal Growth. Cholesterol monohy-
drate crystals were grown both from model bile solutions as described
above and from the slow evaporation of supersaturated aqueous acetone
or 95% ethanol solutions. Optical micrographs obtained on an Olympus
BX50 microscope of bile-grown and conventional solvent-grownChM
crystals reveal that they are identical morphologically. SingleChM
crystals selected for AFM imaging studies were those that appeared to
have the smoothest surfaces under optical microscopy.

Substrate Preparation.Calcite has a natural cleavage plane along
(101h4). Fresh (101h4) surfaces of calcite were cleaved immediately prior
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to AFM experiments. Contact-mode imaging of freshly cleaved calcite
surfaces reveals well-defined and oriented facets, which are easily
distinguishable from the surface topography of cholesterol monohydrate
crystals.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). All real-time cholesterol growth
studies were performed on a Nanoscope IIIa atomic force microscope
(Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with Nanoscope
III 4.43r8 software, an E-scanner (17.4µm2 max. area), and Si3N4 tips
with a force constant of 0.12 N/m. The AFM is also equipped with a
temperature stage (DI Metrology Group Heater Controller, model
HS-1), which allows for heating from room temperature to 50°C. A
custom-built fluid reservoir was designed to precondition the temper-
ature of the bile solution before it enters the 30µL glass fluid cell.
The fluid was introduced with a 10 mL Hamilton syringe (model
81620); a syringe pump (KD Scientific 200) was used to regulate the
flow rate (between 0.5 and 4 mL/h) through the fluid cell.

Calcite and cholesterol crystal samples were mounted to a metallic
sample puck with double sided tape or with a mixture of 5 min epoxy/5
min epoxy hardener (Devcon, ITW Brands). Except in control experi-
ments, calcite samples were usually oriented such that theX-scan axis
is parallel to one of the crystal edges. AFM images of calcite (101h4)
surfaces exposed to aqueous solutions at 37°C with pH’s similar to
those of the model bile solutions used did not show any appreciable
changes over a period of several hours. Both contact- and tapping-
mode techniques were used to image cholesterol and calcite crystals
in air and in fluid (model bile solution or pure water) at room
temperature and at 37°C. We note that contact-mode imaging of
cholesterol crystals in air often results in tip-induced etching, although
contact imaging in solution and/or tapping-mode imaging can usually
be performed without evidence of sample surface damage.

Computation and Molecular Simulation. The crystal structure of
ChM was taken from the work of Craven22 and the Cerius2 molecular
modeling package31 was used to add the hydrogen atoms. Visual
inspection showed that the added hydrogen atoms were not in the correct
orientation to form a hydrogen bonded network in the middle of the
cholesterol/water bilayer. Thus, the hydrogen atoms were subjected to
1000 ps of molecular dynamics at 750 K, followed by 250 ps at 298
K after which they were minimized. The timestep used was 1 fs. These
calculations utilized the CVFF force field32 within the Discover
molecular simulation program.33 The van der Waals interactions were
cut off after 12 Å, and the electrostatic contribution to the lattice energy
was evaluated using the Ewald sum. Each water molecule in the
minimized structure was found to form three hydrogen bonds, two with
hydroxyl groups on cholesterol molecules and the third with a
neighboring water molecule. A CIF file containing the minimized
hydrogen coordinates is available as Supporting Information. This model
was then fully minimized using the CVFF, CFF91,34 and ESFF35 force
fields using the same treatment of the long-range potentials in Discover.

The vacuum growth morphology ofChM was derived by calculating
the unrelaxed attachment energy (Eatt) of a growth slice of thickness
dhkl to the 15 faces with the largest interplanar spacings.36 The
calculations were done using the latest version of GULP,37 which can
simulate surfaces with two-dimensional periodic boundary conditions.
This code utilizes a two-region approach, where the top layers of the
surface are placed in region I and it is possible for these ions to be
relaxed. The ions in region II are kept fixed and represent the potential
of the bulk on region I. The CVFF force field was used in these

simulations with identical treatment of the long-range interactions as
for the Discover simulations above. Note thatChM crystallizes in a
noncentrosymmetric space group and thus the face (hkl) is crystallo-
graphically distinct to (hh kh lh). However, the unrelaxed attachment
energies of these two faces are identical as the growth slices are the
same (they are just attached to opposite sides of the crystal), and the
sum of the attachment energy and the slice energy is the crystal energy.38

To determine the possible surface terminations for face (hkl), the surface
cell is cleaved in thez direction. To ensure that complete molecules
result from this procedure, the position of each molecule is represented
by its centroid. Starting at the origin and moving the cleavage plane
by translating it inz, a different surface termination will occur when
the slice moves from between two neighboring centroids to the next
pair of centroids. Thus, in general, the number of possible surface
terminations is equal to the number of centroids, unless symmetry is
present. In cholesterol, there are 16 molecules (8 cholesterol and 8
water) and no symmetry, so each face has 16 different possible surface
terminations. The attachment energies of all 16 were calculated, and
the smallest in absolute value was retained because the morphological
importance of a face is inversely proportional to the absolute value of
the attachment energy. Finally, the calculated morphology is displayed
via a Wulff plot.39

The energetics of the cholesterol/calcite interactions were determined
and subsequently used to provide a nanoscale description of the
cholesterol/calcite interface. The interatomic potentials for calcite were
taken from our previous work,40 and the calcite to cholesterol potentials
were taken from the ESFF force field. Next, a 2× 2 supercell of the
(101h4) calcite cleavage plane with three layers in region II and three
layers in region I was constructed. A growth slice of the (001) surface
of cholesterol is rotated by 39° and placed in region I above the calcite
surface. The growth slice is first kept rigid and allowed to translate in
x, y, andz with respect to the fixed calcite surface, until the minimum
energy is found. All of the region I ions are then allowed to relax to
their minimum energy positions. To try and ensure that the global
minimum was found, each growth slice is started from four different
starting positions. The first configuration is manually placed at a
reasonable position above the surface. This is then translated half a
lattice translation of the 1× 1 (101h4) calcite surface cell, first alonga,
then alongb, and finally along both. Although the (001) growth slice
has 16 possible terminations, only 4 of these produce a flat surface,
which we have termed hydrophobic, hydrophilic, half water layer, and
full water layer. These slices are more stable than the remaining 12
corrugated surfaces and thus are the only ones considered in the
interfacial calculations. To assess which configuration is the most
favorable, the attachment energy of the cholesterol layer to the calcite
was calculated. The attachment energy is defined by:

where the first term on the right is the minimum energy of the system
containing the cholesterol slab on the calcite surface, the second term
is the energy of the calcite surface minimized without the cholesterol
slab present, and the final term is the energy of the cholesterol slab
minimized in the absence of the calcite surface. As there are 8
cholesterol molecules in the slab, the total energy is divided by 8 to
yield the attachment energy per molecule. The relaxed attachment
energy can also be calculated for the cholesterol slab and a cholesterol
surface by repeating the above calculations but replacing the calcite
surface with the (001) surface of cholesterol with one layer in region
I, and one layer in region II. The GDIS program (http://gdis.sf.net)
was used to do all the manipulations required to construct the various
interfaces, and the optimizations of these configurations were done using
GULP.37
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Results and Discussion

Real-Time Cholesterol Growth on Calcite (101h4) Sub-
strates. Our experimental epitaxy studies utilize model bile
solutions and freshly cleaved calcite surfaces. The model bile
used in this work was based on a system developed by Konikoff
et al.,4,30which has previously been shown via cryo-TEM studies
to contain micellar aggregates that are similar to those present
in human gallbladder bile solutions. The bile is prepared by
mixing three key reagents- cholesterol, phosphatidylcholine,
and sodium taurocholate- in an 18:37:120 molar ratio. When
a 10 g/dL lipid solution of this composition is maintained at 37
°C, for the initial first 10 days immediately following the
solution preparation, the bile solution shows a noticeable
increase in turbidity. After that time, the turbidity appears to
decrease, and on or about day 21, a white precipitate containing
ChM crystals separates from the clear yellowish supernatant.

TheChM crystals deposited from this solution are clear plates
and are typically 0.10 mm in their largest dimension (Figure
1). The acute angle observed between (100) and (010) side faces
typically measures 80( 0.7°, which is consistent with the
expected complement to the known crystallographic angleγ )
100.8°. ChM crystals grown from bile solution are morphologi-
cally identical to those grown from conventional aqueous alcohol
solutions. The calculated theoretical morphology is also a
rhombic plate, with the largest (001) face bounded by smaller
side (100) and (010) faces with a (011) chamfering face and a
very small (11h0) facet. While the calculated major faces are
consistent with the experimental growth morphology, the small

(011) and (11h0) faces are not always observed experimentally,
although (11h0) is clearly visible in the experimental morphology
in Figure 1.

The EpiCalc screening procedure utilized in previous work
predicted the best epitaxial match to be between calcite (101h4)
andChM (001). We therefore focused our initial experimental
studies on calcite (101h4) substrates. Calcite has a natural
cleavage plane along (101h4); this surface is charge neutral, with
an even number of carbonate and calcium groups. Using in situ
atomic force microscopy, changes to the calcite surface upon
introduction of model bile solutions could be examined in real
time. AFM images were collected continuously over a time
frame of about 2-3 h, although some experiments involved
imaging over longer time periods. Experiments were performed
under both dynamic- and static-mode conditions (i.e., with or
without flow). The series of images in Figure 2 depict typical
changes resulting from the introduction and continuous flow
(2 mL/h) of mature 30-day old model bile solution over the
calcite (101h4) surface. Image A is that of calcite in pure aqueous
solution. Soon after the bile solution is introduced to the fluid
cell, a number of cholesterol islands appear on the surface.
Images B (13 min), C (68 min), and D (126 min) are
representative images selected from a larger series to illustrate
changes to the surface over time. We note that for approximately
the first 5-10 min immediately following bile introduction,
AFM properties of bile and pure water are sufficiently different
that the AFM detector must be realigned once the solutions are
exchanged. Only images collected after the initial 10 min black-
out period are used for analysis of the cholesterol growth
process.

There is substantial evidence to suggest that these islands
formed on the calcite surface areChM . The angle made between
the side faces of any individual island measures∼80° throughout
the series. None of the other known cholesterol crystal phases,
including anhydrous cholesterol,41 are known to exhibit this
angle. Cross-sectional analyses of the island surfaces also reveal
molecular-scale steps that have minimum heights of∼34 Å, a
value that matches the expected heights for cholesterol bilayers
in ChM . AFM images of the earliest islands observed may
suggest a morphology that resembles half-pyramids more so
than the characteristic plate shape expected ofChM . However,
the skewed aspect ratio of the islands is due at least in part to
the very different horizontal and vertical scales used in present-
ing these AFM images. After several hours of growth, when
the islands are significantly larger, the scale of the AFM images
obtained more clearly resembles the plate shape morphology
indicative of macroscopicChM crystals (Figure 3).

Figure 3 depicts the theoretical match based on geometric
considerations between a 2× 1 supercell of calcite (101h4)
substrate (witha1 ) 4.989 Å,a2 ) 8.095 Å,a ) 90°) and a
ChM (001) overlayer (withb1 ) 12.39 Å,b2 ) 12.41 Å,â )
100.8°) at an azimuthal rotation angleθ ) 39°.42 In our in situ
AFM studies, the calcite substrate is typically positioned such
that one of the macroscopic edge faces is parallel to theX-scan
direction. On the basis of the calcite substrate orientation and

(41) Shieh, H.-S.; Hoard, L. G.; Nordman, C. E.Acta Crystallogr.1981, B37,
1538-1543.

(42) In ref 27, a value ofa2 ) 4.047 Å was used in EpiCalc calculations, such
that the same lattice match atθ ) 39° corresponds to a (2× 2) supercell.
This same geometric match we here refer to as a (2× 1) supercell witha2
) 8.095 Å.

Figure 1. (top) ChM plates grown from model bile solution, scale bar)
0.05 mm. (bottom) TheoreticalChM morphology.
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the lattice-matching predictions, one would expect the (010)
edge ofChM islands nucleated and/or grown on these substrates
to lie nearly parallel to theX-scan direction. Indeed, in every
experiment, we find this to be the case. All cholesterol islands
observed are aligned relative to one another and to the substrate
at the 39° angle predicted by the lattice-matching protocol. The
common orientation of islands is indicated in Figures 2c and 3
to show the influence of the underlying epitaxial substrate.

Tracking Individual Island Growth. Surface growth rates
can be obtained by different methods. The first method, which
yields average growth rates, is based on changes in the surface
roughness (Ra) over time, a value that can be readily calculated
using standard DI software. Frames A-D in Figure 1 have
increasing roughness values ranging fromRa ) 0.438 nm (A)
for pure calcite, toRa ) 1.633 nm (B), 4.790 nm (C), and 6.621
nm (D) at times after bile is introduced. This type of quick
measurement provides at least a qualitative estimate of the
growth. A more detailed analysis of individual islands over
sequential images is required to determine relative and absolute
growth rates as well as any apparent growth anisotropy.

The height, width, and volume of eight individual islands
were extracted from sequential AFM images obtained over a 2
h growth experiment. Those islands selected for growth
measurements are identified in Figure 4 with white circles.
Islands 1-3 appear in the lower left side of the images, while
islands 4-8 are in the top central part of the images. Typical
islands first observed on the calcite surface are approximately
2500 Å wide by 250 Å high, giving them a cross-sectional
volume of 1.6× 109 Å3. Using molecular volume estimates
based on one-eighth of theChM unit cell volume (5128.193
Å3),22 this corresponds to∼2.4× 106 molecules of cholesterol
per island.

The growth rate of individual islands can be quite variable
(Figure 5a). For the eight islands examined, the average growth
rate over the course of the experiment ranges between 3× 105

and 1.4× 106 molecules/min. Careful tracking of a single
island’s size over time reveals that the growth rate of any given
island is also not uniform over the duration of the experiment;
rather, an island can grow much faster or slower than the average
at different times. The variability of an island’s absolute growth

Figure 2. Selected sequential deflection-mode AFM images of the calcite (101h4) surface before and after exposure to flowing model bile solution. Temperature
) 37 °C, pH ) 5.4. Image A is a contact-mode image of calcite in water before the introduction of bile solution. Bile solution is introduced to the fluid cell
and continuously flowed over the surface at 2 mL/h. Images B, C, and D were obtained 12, 68, and 126 min after initial bile introduction, respectively (scale
bar ) 2 µm).
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rate may be due to a variety of factors. AChM island that
resides in an area with a relatively high density of islands might
be expected to grow at a slower rate than one in a less dense
area, if the growth rate is at all limited by local competition for
nutrients. Other factors such as sudden increases in a particular
island’s surface defect density,43 the coalescence of multiple
islands, and/or local concentration gradients in solution might
also contribute to spontaneous changes in the observed growth
rates. In a few cases, sudden growth rate changes of islands
1-8 seem to be correlated with other events on the surface.
For example, the growth of island 1 increases significantly
betweenT ) 87 min andT ) 107 min, while island 2 appears
to actually decrease in size over the same time frame. While
there is no direct evidence that cholesterol molecules from
islands 1 and 2 were exchanged, the islands’ close proximity
and the timing of the sudden growth rate changes suggest at
least qualitatively that local changes in growth rates may be
related.

The growth is also highly anisotropic, as evidenced by the
changing relative and absolute aspect ratios (horizontal vs
vertical growth) of individual islands. In general, growth parallel
to the calcite surface occurs much faster than growth normal to
it, which is what one would expect on the basis of the platelike
morphology ofChM . Interestingly, the aspect ratios of islands

(43) Burton, W. K.; Cabrera, N.; Frank, F. C.Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A
1951, 243, 299-358.

Figure 3. (top) Schematic of the best coincident epitaxial match between
calcite (101h4) and ChM (001) surfaces predicted by geometric lattice
matching. The calcite lattice is oriented the same as that in all AFM images
presented. (bottom) Tapping-mode AFM images taken after 53 min of
growth show platelikeChM island morphologies similar to macroscopic
crystals. Overlayer cell vectors are indicated (scale bar) 1 µm, z-scale)
800 nm).

Figure 4. Islands 1-8 circled in white were found to grow both horizontally
and vertically over the course of several hours. Black rectangles a-c identify
areas where small islands disappeared over the same period of time in which
others grow, presumably due to Ostwald’s ripening.

Figure 5. (top) Estimated number of molecules in individualChM islands
1-8 plotted as a function of time. (bottom) The aspect ratio of islands
1-8 during growth plotted as a function of time. Numbers 1-8 correspond
to the islands identified in Figure 4.
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1-8 all decrease over the course of the experiment (Figure 5b).
While islands start off with a broad distribution of aspect ratios,
after 2 h of growth, most of the islands have attained aspect
ratios of∼5:1 (width:height). In the absence of a substrate, the
aspect ratio may be quite different, as macroscopicChM crystals
tend to have aspect ratios of∼15:1.

While there is clear evidence for island growth in both the
horizontal and the vertical directions, it can be easy to miss
some of the other more subtle changes in the surface topography.
In nearly every set of cholesterol growth images collected,
careful analysis revealed some evidence for disappearing islands
concomitant with the growth of a large majority of islands.
Those islands that disappear tend to be among the smallest ones
observed (relative to the other islands present on the surface).
Three regions marked with black rectangles in Figure 4 identify
areas that contain some of the smallest (3× 108 Å3) cholesterol
islands seen in our AFM bile studies on calcite. Some of the
islands in these regions were observed to disappear at different
times in the image sequence. For example, islands in box a
disappear after the topograph collected atT ) 107 min. In boxes
b and c, some of the islands disappear betweenT ) 33-40
min, while others continue to reside in those areas for even
longer periods of time. All are gone in the image collected atT
) 127 min. We surmise that this complex growth and dissolu-
tion behavior is clear evidence for an Ostwald ripening process.

From a kinetic standpoint, the formation of many small
islands is favored because they nucleate more easily. However,
because molecules on the surface of these islands are energeti-
cally less stable than those in the interior, larger islands with a
smaller surface/volume ratio represent a lower energy state.
Thus, in this spontaneous ripening process, small islands can
serve as nutrients for the growth of larger islands so that a lower
total energy state can be attained. While it can be argued that
disappearing islands might also be due to image artifacts, surface
ripening was observed in both contact- and tapping-mode
imaging with about equal frequency, suggesting that tip-induced
shear forces are not a major contributor to this effect. Similarly,
rotation of the substrate and/or changing the image scanning
direction had no discernible effect.

Molecular Simulation of the Calcite/Cholesterol Interface.
Although EpiCalc can determine which facets ofChM are likely
to grow on calcite substrates and their required orientation, these
calculations only take into account geometric factors. Such
calculations offer no information about the chemistry of the
interface. More rigorous molecular simulations are required if
one is to determine which of the possibleChM (001) surface
terminations are most energetically favorable to bind to the
calcite surface. Such calculations also provide a means to assess
which calcite-cholesterol interactions direct the precise posi-

tioning of the facet, a factor that is critical for determining the
position of the supercell’s origin.

There are two previous molecular modeling studies of the
solid-state structures of cholesterol and its derivatives. In the
first, Liang and co-workers44 simulated the condensed phase
structures of anhydrous cholesterol and cholesteryl acetate using
the CVFF class I force field as well as the CFF91 class II force
field. They found that for the structures minimized with the
latter force field, all cell vectors and volumes were reproduced
to within 2.4% of experimental values and that employing
molecular dynamics averaged structures resulted in an even
better description. Limited comparisons with the class I force
field showed no major differences. Ma et al.45 used the MM3
class II force field to examine the solid-state structure of
cholesteryl acetate and found that the cell vectors and volume
were reproduced to within 0.7% as compared to 1.1% for CVFF
and 2.1% for CFF91.

The results of our crystal structure optimizations are sum-
marized in Table 1. The magnitude of the changes in lattice
parameters is larger than that previously reported for cholesteryl
acetate, with a maximum deviation of 2.6% in the cell lengths
(ESFF) and larger changes in the angles, particularlyR (4.2%
for ESFF). What is most surprising is that all three force fields
produce very similar cells, with thea and c axes larger than
the experimental structure and theb axis smaller. The angles

(44) Liang, C. X.; Yan, L. Q.; Hill, J. R.; Ewig, C. S.; Stouch, T. R.; Hagler, A.
T. J. Comput. Chem.1995, 16, 883-897.

(45) Ma, B. Y.; Lii, J. H.; Chen, K. S.; Allinger, N. L.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1997,
119, 2570-2573.

Table 1. Comparison of Experimental and Optimized Cell
Parameters Using Three Different Force Fields

expt22 CVFF CFF91 ESFF

a 12.390 12.510 12.558 12.472
b 12.410 12.112 12.193 12.092
c 34.360 34.959 34.595 34.570
R 91.90 88.47 88.51 88.10
â 98.10 100.93 100.21 100.10
γ 100.80 101.24 102.44 101.53
cell volume 5128.2 5100.3 5090.3 5029.3
deviation (%) -0.54 -0.74 -1.93

Figure 6. Schematic of hydrophilic versus hydrophobicChM surfaces.

Table 2. Attachment Energies of Cholesterol (001) Growth Slices
with Four Different Terminations to Calcite and Cholesterol
Surfaces

(calcite−chol) Eatt (eV/mol) (chol−chol) Eatt (eV/mol)

hydrophobic -0.16 -0.12
hydrophilic -0.40 -0.28
hydrophilic+ half water -0.75 -0.35
hydrophilic+ full water -0.84 -0.31
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all show similar trends. Visualization of the calculated structures
reveals why the calculations deviate from the experimental
results. The water-water and water-hydroxyl interactions are
stronger in the calculations than in the experimental structure.
The water interaction potentials were derived for liquid water,
but the layer of water in the middle of the bilayers is not as
polarized as liquid water. None of the potentials studied allow
for variations in polarizability as a function of environment;
thus all of the force fields overbind the water molecules, leading
to the differences between the calculated and experimental cells.
The CVFF and CFF91 potentials fare better than the ESFF force
field. We have utilized the CVFF force field in the surface
simulations rather than CFF91, as it is much simpler and thus
less computationally demanding.

The unrelaxed attachment energies of the 15 cholesterol faces
with the highest interplanard spacings were calculated. The
(001) face was found to have a much smaller attachment energy
(-0.0669 eV/mol) than all of the other faces. There is a group
comprising the (100), (010), (011), and (101) faces which have

attachment energies between-0.28 and-0.31 eV/mol, but all
of the remaining faces have absolute energies greater than 0.38
eV/mol.46

It has been shown that under a given set of solution
conditions, the largest plate face ofChM may be either
hydrophilic with surfaces terminated with 3-hydroxyl groups
or hydrophobic exposing the tail groups23 (Figure 6). The results
from docking a cholesterol monohydrate layer with varying
surface terminations onto the basal plane of calcite are compared
to the values calculated for attaching the same cholesterol
monohydrate layer to aChM surface in Table 2. Based on
calculations, it appears that more energy is liberated when the
cholesterol slice (with any termination) is added to the basal
surface of a calcite crystal than when the same slice is added to

(46) (hh kh lh) ) Eatt: (10-1)) -0.3892 eV/mol; (100)) -0.2818 eV/mol; (010)
) -0.3071 eV/mol; (01-1)) -0.3566 eV/mol; (011)) -0.2940 eV/
mol; (10-2) ) -0.4855 eV/mol; (101)) -0.2915 eV/mol, (01-2))
-0.4995 eV/mol; (012)) -0.3971 eV/mol; (-111)) -0.4741 eV/mol;
(1-10) ) -0.4581 eV/mol; (10-3)) -0.5542 eV/mol; (102)) -0.4108
eV/mol; (-112)) -0.5626 eV/mol.

Figure 7. The final optimized configurations for the four different interfaces betweenChM (001) and calcite (101h4). A ) hydrophobicChM ; B ) hydrophilic
ChM ; C ) hydrophilic ChM with a half hydration layer; D) hydrophilic ChM with a full hydration layer.
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the (001) surface of aChM crystal. This is perhaps not
surprising because the cholesterol slices all have a dipole
moment that will interact more strongly with the highly ionic
calcite surface than with the organic cholesterol surface.

The final optimized configurations for the four different slabs
are reproduced in Figure 7. Magnified images of the various
cholesterol-calcite interfaces are shown in Figure 8. The surface
termination of the slab that interacts least strongly with the
calcite basal surface is the hydrophobic one. This is also the
surface termination with the smallest difference in attachment
energies between adding to a calcite crystal or aChM crystal.
This illustrates that the interactions between a hydrophobic
surface and an ionic crystal are weak. As we move from the
slab with a hydrophilic termination, to a half water layer
termination, and finally from a slab with a full layer of water
termination, there is an increase in the energy liberated upon
attachment.

The hydrophilic terminated surface shows directional bonding
with the calcite surface, in which the hydroxyl groups of the
cholesterol molecules hydrogen bond to half of the surface
carbonate anions (Figures 7 and 8B). The four unique H‚‚‚O
(O‚‚‚O) distances are 1.500 (2.451), 1.504 (2.405), 1.540
(2.474), and 1.767 (2.462) Å with associated O-H‚‚‚O angles
of 148.2°, 158.0°, 154.8°, and 125.0°, respectively. Three of
the four cholesterol molecules hydrogen bond very strongly to
the surface, but the fourth one is unable to because even though
the (001) face of cholesterol lattice matches the calcite basal
plane well, there is still some residual lattice misfit.

When half a layer of water is present at the interface, a similar
hydrogen bonding arrangement is observed between the hy-
droxyl groups of the cholesterol molecule and the surface
carbonate anions. The water molecules are located in rows
between the cholesterol hydroxyl groups (Figures 7 and 8C),
which allow the hydroxyl groups of the cholesterol to get closer
to the carbonate groups. The H‚‚‚O (O‚‚‚O) distances are now
1.460 (2.421), 1.469 (2.376), 1.524 (2.412), and 1.528 (2.471)

Å with O-H‚‚‚O angles of 159.4°, 148.6°, 146.1°, and 156.6°,
respectively. The water molecules also hydrogen bond to a single
carbonate group with distances of 1.510 (2.506), 1.521 (2.465),
1.524 (2.516), and 1.655 (2.541) Å and associated angles of
170.1°, 154.5°, 169.1°, and 146.2°, respectively. The second
hydrogen atom on each water molecule projects into the
hydrophobic areas above the hydroxyl groups of the cholesterol
molecules. Thus, the water has improved the interaction energy
between contacting surfaces, in essence acting as a screen
between the calcite surface and the hydrophobic parts of the
cholesterol molecule. The presence of a whole layer of water
allows the hydroxyl groups of cholesterol to approach the
carbonate ions of calcite still further (Figures 7 and 8D). The
H‚‚‚O (O‚‚‚O) distances are now 1.411 (2.399), 1.414 (2.404),
1.507 (2.461), and 1.518 (2.464) Å with associated angles of
169.6°, 170.8°, 160.4°, and 158.5°, respectively. The additional
water molecules are positioned in the same rows as the hydroxyl
groups, with each water molecule lying between two cholesterol
molecules.

Conclusions

There are presumably a variety of different mechanisms by
which cholesterol nucleation can occur in complex biological
solutions. In the present work, we have focused our attention
solely on the potential influence that insoluble calcite seeds
might play in the crystallization of cholesterol monohydrate.
Using in situ AFM, we have demonstrated experimentally that
the (101h4) calcite surface can serve to catalyze the precipitation
of cholesterol monohydrate from bile solutions under physi-
ologic temperature conditions. Analysis of sequential images
reveals that the evolution of these surface-boundChM islands
over time is a complex balance of individual island growth and
Ostwald’s ripening. However, the strong orientation and direc-
tional growth of allChM islands provide unambiguous evidence
that epitaxial matching at the calcite/cholesterol interface is an
important factor. While the orientation observed matches the

Figure 8. View of the optimized interfaces for theChM (001) docked onto calcite (101h4). A ) hydrophobicChM ; B ) hydrophilicChM ; C ) hydrophilic
ChM with a half hydration layer; D) hydrophilic ChM with a full hydration layer.
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values predicted in an earlier geometric lattice-matching study,
the more rigorous molecular simulations of the (101h4) calcite/
(001)ChM interfaces provide significantly greater insight into
the energetics of that interface. Both geometric and chemical
interactions influence the alignment of ions and molecules at
the boundary of these two different crystalline materials. Perhaps
not surprisingly, the presence of interfacial water molecules
plays a key role in mediating the repulsive interactions associ-
ated with bringing ionic and neutral surfaces together. The dual
theoretical and experimental approaches adopted in this study
bring us closer to a molecular-scale understanding of at least
one viable means by which the energetic barrier to cholesterol
nucleation can be reduced under some physiological conditions.
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